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SHALAA
By super sire Invincible
Spirit's best 2YO
performer - SHALAA dual G1-winning juvenile
and Champion 2YO Colt

As a 2YO:
Won G1 Prix Morny
Won G1 Middle Park Stakes
Won G2 Richmond Stakes
Won G2 July Stakes
‘He's very, very fast - the
fastest 2YO I've trained.’
John Gosden

A half-sister to
G1 winning 2YO CAPITAL GAIN
- winner of the 2017
BRC JJ Atkins

One of only two fillies
that are siblings to 2YO
G1ws in the catalogue...
Just the third foal from a G1 producing
mare that has since been bred to Pierro
and Lonhro.
In 2019, first-crop yearlings by Shalaa sold
up to AUD$988,571 in Europe, with
weanlings selling up to $150,000 in AUS.
From a family of juvenile speed including
SP Generation Gap (3rd in Gimcrack S.)
and Darling Take Care (3 wins at 2 – VRC
Talindert).

Olly’s notes...
The Zuzao filly is elegant and
athletic. She moves beautifully, has
a great attitude and is clean limbed.
The filly was a standout as a foal
and has developed exactly as we
hoped she would. It is rare to have a
sister to a 2YO G1 winner offered as a
yearling. She is one of only two such
fillies in this catalogue.

R

olling pastures and plentiful water, the finest facilities accrued
over several decades of lavish investment, and dedicated, expert staff
with judgement and experience. Twin Hills Stud – it’s a great place
to be a horse.
Established by American expat Fred Calvin in the Sixties, Twin
Hills Stud was bought by media personality Mike Willesee in the
early-Eighties. Renamed Trans Media Park Stud, Willesee built
world-class facilities and stood leading sires Snippets and Rubiton.
In 1993, it became an integral part of Jack and Bob Ingham’s
Woodlands Stud. It was home to a large proportion of their mares
as well as stallions such as Strategic and Epsom Derby winner
Quest For Fame. The stud was sold to Sheikh Mohammed’s
Darley in 2008, after which it played a central role in Godolphin’s
Australian racing operations – it has been the base for such
fabulous racehorses as Appearance, Exosphere, Epaulette and
Guelph.
Olly and Amber Tait purchased Twin Hills Stud in April 2017.
Its deep history is the inspiration for an exciting future.
Keep up with our progress on Twitter and online.
@TwinHillsStud
twinhillsstud.com
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